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Touch up Paint Kits

Mapaero are well known as an
industry leader in the field of cabin
interior paints so of course the
Hamburg Expo is always one of the
highlights of the year. In 2016 team
are excited to be attending with so
many new products launching just in
time for the show and we would like
to welcome you to join us at our
stand 5D20 to see the latest developments in cabin interior finishes.

Join us at the

Cocktail Party
5 April

at 5 pm

Mapaero has developed a touch up kit for cabin interior paints. The Kits, known
as TUK’s, use a paint system called FR2/55 which is already OEM certified and
has been widely used by aircraft cabin manufactures and maintenance companies globally for many years.
The introduction of touch up kits will allow Airlines and the MRO industry to
source small amounts of paint to repair areas of the cabin quickly and with
confidence. The packaging containing only 45ml of material will offer huge
savings in the logistics of sending paint from one location to another when
compared to the costs of the traditional method of shipping gallon sized packs
to a repair centre when only a fraction of the paint is required.
Throughout the show the
Mapaero team will have
TUK’s available on the
stand and can arrange
for samples to be sent
on request so please feel
free to drop by the stand
for more details.
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The Mapaero Team
With teams located around the world the Hamburg Interior Expo is a fantastic opportunity to meet your local focal point. To
make sure we can take advantage of the show we have many colleagues attending throughout the week.
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FR-M1K
One of our new additions to the Mapaero FR range this year is the FRM1K.
This one component water based acrylic filler is used for the repair of small defects such
as pin holes on composite panels and is the newest product from the Mapaero range.
FRM1K is supplied in simple squeezable 400gr tubes to reduce wastage and
offers paint preparation areas a no fuss, no mixing and clean solution to surface
preparation prior to the painting of cabin interior components .
Applied quickly with a spatula and with fast dry to sand times this putty is the perfect
replacement for traditional two part fillers. Throughout the show samples can be arranged
by stopping by the stand where the team will be happy to assist.

Airbus top honours three years running
Mapaero have been awarded top honours yet
again in the Airbus SQIP Awards. (Supply Chain
Quality Improvement Program) This year the
company was awarded the highest accolade
by Airbus with an Accreditation. The Award will
sit proudly with the golden awards received
over the last two years for best improving
supplier and then best supplier to Airbus.
Mapaero strives to be the best in our field and
recognition of this from a company such as
Airbus provides the drive to make the company
improve even more.
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